
DAYS OF FUTURE FUZZ 

PREDENDUM: A Rock in a Space Place 

 

Scene P.1  

  

A small beeping sound.  

  

MOMBOT  

Ten whirr cycles have passed daughter-bot it is time to enter recharge 

phase.  

  

CHILDBOT  

But Mombot my circuits are not in need of rebooting. My optics are not 

ready for sleep-mode.  

  

MOMBOT  

You know the rules. It is how I programmed you.  

  

 

MUSIC BEGINS - Once Upon this Asteroid.  

 
 

CHILDBOT  

I hate living on this small asteroid devoid of anything but us.  

  

MOMBOT  

Hush now. I did not take components of my own body and build you and give 

you a CPU for you to be a ro-brat.  

 

On this Ast'roid we have each other 

We've made this crater our home 

From the sun our fuel cells recover 

Melt the rock to patch up our holes 

  

CHILDBOT  

 

 

Yes - but how did we come to be here? 

Never have you let me know. 

MOMBOT  

 

I programmed you 

So no 

 

CHILDBOT 

  

Queary re-submitted: 

How did we land here? 

 

MOMBOT  

 

Are your inputs down?  You never listen! 

The troubles I endured 



To bring us to these solar shores 

If you knew you'd blush and thank your motherboard. 

 

 

Yes, Mother unit, if only I knew.  Please.  Recite to me an audio file.  

  

MOMBOT  

It is three clanks after bong. It's too late for stories.  

  

CHILDBOT  

Please - the audio of how we came to be in space. On this asteroid.   

  

MOMBOT  

Fine.  But just this one audio file.  Opening file. It all began when a TV 

show host was shot via bullets fired through space --  

  

CHILDBOT  

No! No! I know that part. It’s in my root file directory. The next 

part. After the bomb! Commence at that juncture.  

  

Musical Segue - add in beginning of Fuzz the Future 

 

MOMBOT  

Request accepted. Search term: fuzz. 3,444 results found. Scanning. Ah. 

Here we are. It's quite the story. It all commenced when Emperor Fuzzo was 

to give a speech at --  

 

END OF PREDENDUM 


